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Strategic Brand Communication Campaigns 1999
this new and revised edition of strategic advertising campaigns provides a thorough review of
the fundamentals of formulating and implementing comprehensive brand communication
campaigns it includes graphs flow charts and illustrations throughout

Marketing Communications 2017-09-30
marketing communications is a must have text that acknowledges the most important task
faced by any marketing communications practitioner is to identify and select an optimum
promotions mix to help achieve an organisation s business objectives

Marketing Communications 2009-12-21
marketing communications a brand narrative approach is a mainstream student driven text
which gives prominence to the driving force of all marketing communications the imperative
of branding the book aims to engage students in an entertaining informative way setting the
conceptual mechanics of marketing communications in a contemporary dynamic context it
includes key current trends such as brand narrative approach cases such as dove harley
davidson nike and world of war craft feature real life salient examples which are engaging for
students and reflect the growth of co authored brand stories to help build and maintain
brands by customer engagement through meaningful dialogues media neutral multi media
approach this text has a sound exploration of online and offline synergy combining one
message delivery and multi media exposures through examples of companies and political
campaigns using non traditional media to reach groups not locking into normal channels this
brand new text features an impressive mixture of real life brand case studies underpinned
with recent academic research and market place dynamics the format is structured into three
sections covering analysis planning and implementation and control of marketing
communications using full colour examples of brands and student friendly diagrams the book
acknowledges that the modern student learns visually as well as through text companion
website marketing comms com

Advertising Campaign Strategy 1996
written by a team of exceptionally creative advertising professors this textbook not only
illustrates what effective ad campaigns are but it also illustrates how to successfully execute
them the text outlines a comprehensive detailed start to finish campaign guide

Guerrilla Advertising 2006-08-10
guerrilla advertising shows the best international examples of the varied and inventive tactics
that are being used today by big name brands non profit organizations and individuals to
promote themselves their ideas and their products 68 international campaigns are featured
grouped according to their approach street propaganda site specific media sneaky
manoeuvres stunts and multi fronted attack book jacket
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Strategic Advertising Campaigns 1995
this revised text provides the fundamentals of formulating and implementing comprehensive
and contemporary communications campaigns topics include consumer research methods
media planning and measuring campaign effectiveness annotation copyright book news inc
portland or

Marketing Communications 2020-09-22
marketing communication is a dynamic industry which continues to change and adapt to new
technologies media consumption patterns and communication interfaces between marketers
and their target markets at the same time the fundamental communication processes and
well established theories and models are very much applicable in this dynamic environment
this revised second edition blends the well established with the new and emerging aspects of
marketing communications marketing communications applies a uniquely practical approach
to the topic providing a structured overview of planning development implementation and
evaluation of marketing communications alongside detailed case studies that demonstrate
how the theory translates to practice fully updated the new edition considers important
developments in the global marketplace it includes new content on emerging digital media
platforms changing media consumption patterns and consumers strategies to cope with
information overload it also reflects upon consumer scepticism a growing phenomenon that
communication specialists need to overcome when designing and implementing effective
campaigns this new edition also considers the importance of marketing communications tools
in not for profit sectors such as social marketing and political marketing as well as the cross
cultural aspect of marketing communications this textbook is essential reading for both
students and professionals in marketing communications and public relations online
resources include an extensive instructors guide which provides answer checklists to all think
boxes ethical issues and end of chapter cases within the book the text is also supported by
powerpoint slides and test banks for all chapters and major cases

Advertising Account Planning 2023-09-20
this practical and comprehensive text effectively provides advertising account planning
principles within an integrated marketing communications framework with a world renowned
textbook author team this 4th edition has been fully updated to include fresh professional
examples and mini case studies within each chapter with a more global outlook than previous
editions bringing the theoretical concepts to life a new chapter on international advertising
addressing the challenges of managing a global campaign pedagogical features and visual
aids to support student learning and comprehension including reflective questions and mini
cases drawn from current industry examples new and expanded content covering digital
marketing and technologies the customer journey ethics and corporate social responsibility
global positioning of the brand paid earned and owned media influencer marketing and
campaign measurement and analytics providing a full understanding of the advertising
account planning process this textbook is perfect for both the industry and classroom the
textbook will equip students of marketing communications advertising management and
brand management with the knowledge and skills they need to plan and manage a strategic
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communications campaign including prominent advertising student competitions such as
american advertising federation aaf national student advertising competition nsac or the
collegiate effies online resources include powerpoint slides and a test bank

Campaign Planner for Integrated Brand
Communications 2005
campaign planner for integrated brand communications is designed to help consumers
prepare and present a professional campaign in conjunction with their advertising promotion
or imc text using a 10 step guide this workbook clearly explains the process of planning and
executing a successful campaign consumers have the option of working alone or in teams to
complete the workbook activities consumers working in teams will be exposed to and learn
about specific agency roles as they create their campaign

Communication Campaign Management 1990
marketing and communications are ever evolving areas with trends and issues quickly
emerging and often fading just as fast an evergreen issue that continues to gain more and
more traction is that of socially responsible and ethical marketing the text discusses the
increasing importance of socially responsible and ethical marketing and communication in
today s world where social media and social marketing have a wide reach with practical
applications and case studies for marketing and management practitioners to implement
socially responsible and ethical communication campaigns the book provides a tool kit for
marketing and management practitioners to implement socially responsible and ethical
communication campaigns it is a must read for researchers in social and ethical marketing as
well as educators in marketing communication social responsibility sustainability and ethics

Beyond The Dark Arts: Advancing Marketing And
Communication Theory And Practice 2023-04-25
advertising media planning blends the latest methods for digital communication and an
understanding of the global landscape with the best practices of the functional areas of
media planning taking a unique brand communication approach from an agency perspective
the textbook is organized into four key parts walking the student through the foundations of
brand communication communication planning the different media channels available and
the process of preparing presenting and evaluating a media plan this 5th edition has been
fully updated to include an emphasis throughout on digital and global media planning new
chapters on the role of brand communication media planning and data analytics paid media
mobile media influencer marketing and b2b media new mini case studies and innovation
focused call out boxes throughout showcasing media examples from europe the united states
and asia discussion questions to foster engagement and understanding a highly regarded
new edition this practical and integrated textbook should be core reading for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying media planning advertising management
integrated marketing communication and brand management instructor resources include
powerpoint slides a test bank and an instructor manual
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Advertising Media Planning 2022-12-30
draws from both academic literature and applied literature and from europe and australasia
as well as the usa covers all contemporary forms of marcoms brand advertising and direct
response advertising sales promotion corporate image advertising and more rossiter from uni
of wollongong nsw and bellman from uni of w a

Marketing Communications 2005
this book is a practical pragmatic how to book designed for hi tech marketing operations
regional and corporate marketing leaders at every level this unique book takes you step by
step through the disciplined yet practical process of architecting truly integrated marketing
communications plans that work in it you fill find a prescription for building a successful
repeatable campaign development process including the necessary templates and helpful
practical techniques this book is your guide that will show you how you can optimize your
marketing efforts and achieve an even greater return on your marketing investment while
many of us will recognize a good well thought out marketing campaign when we see one the
single basic truth about world class marketing campaign development is that it is easy to say
but hard to do it is hard to do because we all like to take short cuts i hear the lament all too
often i m over worked don t have the time to think strategically or planning is overrated i just
need to get these projects done as a result we take short cuts like ready fire aim lack of
planning is the slippery slope that leads to wasteful marketing then one day we get the call
from the corner office to come and explain why our marketing efforts did not produce the
desired results luckily architecting world class campaigns is achievable for any marketing
team successful marketing requires following a disciplined systematic approach to working
cross functionally and cross regionally in order to prioritize marketing objectives design a
customer engaging go to market strategy and execute the plan

Marketing Campaign Development 2008
under the contemporary business conditions of hyper competition incessant change and
pressure for growth and profitability better management of marketing budgets has become
an imperative for companies in addition properly monitoring and measuring marketing and
brand communication strategies and tactics has become a critical factor for success across
the geographic and typological organisational spectrum this book explores how appropriately
applied management initiatives on marketing and brand communications through defined
and measured consumer centred processes can be more successful and provide significant
marketing return on investment roi moreover the notions methods and approaches described
here ultimately constitute the tools of developing measuring and improving strategy design
and implementation in addition they are linked to a number of wider business goals such as
increased customer basis stronger customer relationships cost control increased consumer
loyalty and brand building in this vein the book proposes various means of generating greater
returns from marketing and brand investments maximising both their efficiency and
effectiveness this in turn allows for greater financial resources to be reinvested towards
consumer and employee satisfaction strengthening the stability and viability of the company
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Measuring Marketing and Brand Communications
Performance 2020-02-18
a readable and absorbing account of what advertising people try to achieve whether or not
they know quite how or why grounded in chris hackley s real and recent acquaintance with
the practicalities of advertising as well as its principles he minimises the inevitable jargon of
linguistics and communication theory his own language is always accurate and clear and
often engaging the well managed flow from chapter to chapter sustains interest and
enjoyment i read the book from cover to cover in one sitting international journal of
advertising professor hackley s book provides a timely reminder to student and practitioner
alike that advertising continues to play a key role in the successful planning and
implementation of marketing communications underpinned by a series of topical and often
thought provoking illustrations this work not only explains how advertising is developed but
also presents the discipline in the wider context of socio cultural and linguistic research
working from a practical advertising management basis the text raises some key issues for
advertising as focus for academic and intellectual study chris blackburn the business school
oxford brookes university formerly account director at foote cone belding leagas delaney and
boase massimi pollitt dr hackley has an uncommon approach to advertising his book
combines the abstract theory of advertising and its effects with a hard nosed practical
approach it is a guide to understanding and appreciating advertising and a way to
understand how and why advertising works or why it does not i think that this book is a fine
text for students even more it deserves to be read by advertising practitioners arthur j kover
former editor of the journal of advertising research management fellow at the yale school of
management advertising and promotion is not only a detailed and insightful account of how
advertising is created the book also explains how advertising comes to cast its all enveloping
shadow over contemporary consumer culture many case examples drawn from major
international campaigns are used to illustrate the power of advertising to portray brand
personalities in terms that resonate with consumers across many cultures it contains detailed
coverage of the major areas of advertising and marketing communications but it is not a
simplistic treatment advertising and promotion takes a novel intellectual approach and draws
on concepts from the wider humanities and social sciences to cast fresh light on an over
familiar subject matter it uniquely combines detailed case information current research and
lively topical issues to offer an authoritative and comprehensive account of advertising s pre
eminent role in contemporary marketing communications it is an advanced student text a
reflective practitioner s handbook and an insightful account for the general reader

Advertising and Promotion 2005-01-26
in this new fully revised and expanded fourth edition rice and atkin provide readers with a
comprehensive up to date look into the field of public communication campaigns the subject
of campaigns has become increasingly high profile in the academic world in the decade since
the last edition and hundreds of new studies on campaign theory and practice have been
published since 2001 moreover the rise of new media has expanded the array of strategies
for designing and implementing campaigns largely rewritten to reflect the
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Public Communication Campaigns 2013
this innovative new text introduces students to the power of storytelling and outlines a
process for creating effective brand stories in a digital first integrated marketing
communications plan from the earliest works on storytelling to the latest research this text
explains why and how storytelling works the forms storytelling takes and how to develop an
integrated advertising pr and strategic marketing communications campaign that leverages
the power of story within the reality of today s digital first media landscape keith a
quesenberry and michael k coolsen present a balance of research and theory with practical
application and case studies within a classroom friendly framework for undergraduate or
graduate courses or for the marketing communications professional looking for a guide to
integrate storytelling into their brand communications emphasizing digital and social media
perspectives in the strategic planning and campaign process brand storytelling also surveys
tv radio outdoor print opportunities as well as earned shared owned and paid media features
chapters introduce discipline foundations through key figures main content sections
explaining concepts with examples templates and stats a main case study questions for
consideration and list of key concepts for review coverage of new technologies in web3 such
as nfts cryptocurrency media streaming ctv and the metaverse chatgpt and dall e 2 key
terms are bolded and defined throughout and featured in a glossary along with an index of
key concepts figures companies and cases for easy reference plan campaign research
addresses evaluation and optimization of imc execution including descriptive predictive and
prescriptive analytics instructor resources include chapter outlines learning objectives test
banks slides forms template worksheets example assignments and syllabi

Brand Storytelling 2023-02-14
this new edition continues to give students a foundation in the principles of digital audience
engagement and data metrics across platforms preparing them to adapt to the quickly
evolving world of digital media it takes students through the processes of social listening
strategic design creative engagement and evaluation with expert insights from social media
professionals thoroughly updated this second edition includes new strategies to guide
students in the initial campaign planning phase added content on influencers social care
teams and newsjacking coverage of research evaluation the implications of findings and
articulating the roi expanded discussion of ethical considerations in campaign design and
data collection and analysis the book is suited to both undergraduate and post graduate
students as a primary text for courses in social digital media marketing and public relations
or a secondary text in broader public relations and marketing campaign planning and writing
courses accompanying online resources include chapter reviews with suggestions for further
resources instructor guides in class exercises a sample syllabus assignments and exams and
lecture slides visit routledge com 9780367896201

Social Media Campaigns 2020-12-29
an easy to read textbook that will inspire public relations students and provide them with the
principles and tools to understand the profession and succeed in their careers chike
anyaegbunam university of kentucky a great book on campaign planning with outstanding
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theoretical models that students will find useful a textbook students will want to keep as a
reference gary ford webster university public relations campaigns an integrated approach
introduces students to the process of creating public relations campaigns using a hands on
approach that emphasizes the tools students will need when working in the industry authors
regina m luttrell and luke w capizzo present real examples and current case studies to help
students develop practical skills for creating more effective pr campaigns students are given
multiple opportunities to practice and build their skills throughout the book by learning how
to incorporate the peso model paid media earned media social media and owned media the
peso model helps students understand the importance of creating integrated campaigns that
coordinate pr efforts with both advertising and marketing give your students the sage edge
sage edge offers a robust online environment featuring an impressive array of free tools and
resources for review study and further exploration keeping both instructors and students on
the cutting edge of teaching and learning learn more at edge sagepub com luttrell

Public Relations Campaigns 2018-02-20
seminar paper from the year 2015 in the subject communications public relations advertising
marketing social media grade 1 0 language english abstract the aim of the present term
paper is to explain how nivea reaches out to and convinces consumers regarding its brand
and products in its advertisements nivea uses several special techniques in its campaigns it
would be beyond the scope of this paper to explain all of them therefore the author focuses
on the most important aspects of nivea s advertising campaign that are chosen to create and
strengthen brand awareness popularity and acceptance first it is necessary to give some
definitions and make differentiations the author then explains the selected key factors of the
advertisements and the way they work at the end the author summarizes the most important
aspects the term paper concludes with a short outlook on the future of brand communication
consumers create the fundamentals for a company s secure existence the problem is that it
is not easy to reach and convince consumers about a special product or brand the reason is
the existence of a large number of products of different brands that are interchangeable
because they cannot be qualitatively differentiated as a result companies need the support of
advertising in a mature market advertising helps to increase sales profits and awareness
however it is not easy to create an advertising campaign that generates people s interest
fascination a great deal of product appeal and creates recall value nivea is a german skincare
brand owned by beiersdorf that has been around for 100 years nivea is one of the world s
best known largest and leading skincare brands in the german market for example nine out
of ten people know the brand nivea in 2013 consumers in 12 european countries voted nivea
to be the most trusted skin care product but how did nivea acquire that reputation a key
factor behind nivea s success in terms of brand and product awareness popularity and
acceptance is its brand communication in advertising

Brand communication of NIVEA. How Nivea creates its
brand and product awareness, popularity, and
acceptance through selected aspects of its advertising
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2016-10-27
fashion is all about image consequently fashion marketing communications encompassing
image management and public relations branding visual merchandising publicity campaigns
handling the media celebrity endorsement and sponsorship crisis management etc have
become increasingly important in the fashion business this textbook for students of fashion
design fashion marketing communications and the media sets out all that they need for the
increasing number of courses in which the subject is a part

Fashion Marketing Communications 2013-03-18
exposes how a global communication and political marketing process can truly help political
leaders to master the steps needed to adapt their communication to the evolution of society
the book undertakes a systematic and new approach to the matter following a political
science route

Political Marketing and Communication 1995
this workbook is designed to help students prepare and present a professional campaign in
conjunction with their advertising promotion or imc text using a 10 step guide the campaign
planner for promotions and integrated marketing communications 2e clearly explains the
process of planning and executing a successful campaign students have the option of
working alone or in agency teams to complete the workbook activities students working in
teams will learn about specific agency roles as they create their campaign acting as a
simulated agency students provide solutions for a chosen client s promotional problem
problem solutions involve advertising public relations and promotional aspects to deliver a
truly integrated marketing communications plan to aid students in the development of
campaign objectives strategies and tactics a case synopsis featuring starbucks coffee is
included as an example brand finally students are asked to develop a plans book containing
their recommendations for a successful campaign

Campaign Planner for Promotion and IMC 2002
introduces a model for the planning and implementation of effective communication
campaigns

Effective Communication Campaigns 1996
this exciting and comprehensive new textbook deals with all aspects of integrated marketing
communication from a strategic perspective integrated marketing communications is
planning in a systematic way to determine the most effective and consistent message for
appropriate target audiences the book shows clearly that this is rarely achieved in
organisations where the needs of the brand can become lost in managerial needs to pursue
imc budgets i e the share of the internal pie is more important than the external impact it
demonstrates that imc is not just the utilisation of multiple communications options in a
campaign but depends on effective brands having the right positioning and brand attitude
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the use of imc to ensure that that all aspects of the brand communications reinforce the
brand message consistently that imc is ensures that all marketing communications for brands
also support the company s overall identity image and reputation

Strategic Integrated Marketing Communications
2008-06-20
this edition provides readers with a comprehensive up to date look into the field of public
communication campaigns it includes a variety of recent campaign dimensions such as
community orientated and entertainment education campaigns

Strategic Advertising Campaigns 1984
strategic communication for organizations elucidates the emerging research on strategic
communication particularly as it operates in a variety of organizational settings this book
appropriate for both students and practitioners emphasizes how theory and research from
the field of communication studies can be used to support and advance organizations of all
types across a variety of business sectors grounded in scholarship and organizational cases
this textbook focuses on message design provides introductory yet comprehensive coverage
of how strategy and message design enable effective organizational and corporate
communication explores how theory and research can be synthesized to inform modern
communication based campaigns strategic communication for organizations will help readers
discuss how to develop implement and evaluate messages that are consistent with an
organization s needs mission and vision effectively reaching and influencing internal and
external audiences

Public Communication Campaigns 2001
this is a guide to promotion and sales in the sport industry experts from the classroom and
sports field offer insights and experiential data on the skills needed to succeed in sports
promotion and sales

Advertising and Communication Management 1981
the full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts
words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends
ebooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf
available as a free download available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon
purchase you ll gain instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have
an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your
bookshelf installed for courses in introductory advertising increase the relevancy and
effectiveness of marketing communications advertising imc principles and practice presents
the strategic use of communications to engage different types of consumers covering
advertising public relations direct marketing promotion and more advertising imc uses
examples of award winning brand campaigns contributions from experts and enduring
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principles and practices to provide students with a practical guide to executing integrated
marketing communications and with a new author joining the team the 11th edition features
a significant reorganisation and revision of the material now readers will understand not only
the types of marketing communication possible but also their application of strategy and
planning and how these areas work together ensuring students are prepared to deal with the
latest industry practices in their future careers

Persuasive Communication Campaigns 1992
the planning and placement of advertising media is a multibillion dollar business that
critically impacts advertising effectiveness the new edition of this acclaimed and widely
adopted text offers practical guidance for those who practice media planning on a daily basis
as well as those who must ultimately approve strategic media decisions full of current brand
examples the book is a must read for all who will be involved in the media decision process
on both the agency and client side its easy to read style and logical format make it ideal for
classroom adoption and students will benefit from the down to earth approach and real world
business examples several new chapters have been added to the fourth edition including
international advertising campaign evaluation the changing role of media planning in
agencies to give the reader a better grounding in the role of media in an advertising and
marketing plan today evaluating media vehicles filled with up to date examples search
engine marketing and a thorough revision of the chapter on online display advertising to
address the increased emphasis on digital media gaming and many new examples of the
latest digital media with an emphasis on social media and a new framework for analyzing
current and future social media increased coverage of communication planning added focus
on the importance of media strategy early on in the book separate chapters for video and
audio media instead of lumping them together in broadcast this creates a more in depth
discussion of radio in particular an online instructor s manual with powerpoint slides and
sample test questions is available to adopters

Strategic Communication for Organizations 2020-02-11
the new edition of marketing communications delivers a rich blend of theory with examples
of contemporary marketing practice providing a critical insight into how brands engage
audiences fill and turnbull continues to be the definitive marketing communications text for
undergraduate and postgraduate students in marketing and related fields the eighth edition
which contains two new chapters reflects the changing and disruptive world of marketing
communications throughout the text the impact of digital media and its ability to influence
audience client and agency experiences is considered each chapter has been extensively
revised with new examples the latest theoretical insights and suggested reading materials
each of the 22 chapters also has a new case study drawn from brands and agencies from
around the world marketing communications is recognised as the authoritative text for
professional courses such as the chartered institute of marketing and is supported by the
institute of practitioners in advertising
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Sport Promotion and Sales Management 2008
this is one of the first textbooks to explore the phenomenon of influencer marketing and how
it fits within marketing communications to build brands and their communities influencers
those who can impact a brand s marketing and advertising strategies as well as build brand
communities are making extensive use of the new digital and traditional communications
platforms influencers offer brands the ability to deliver the right communication and
marketing messages to a specific target audience across four core sections this book brings
together the key theory and practical implications of this new marketing tool how it works as
part of communications campaigns including how to select the right influencers and measure
their success the dark side of influencer marketing and the legal and ethical framework with
contributions from authors across the globe each chapter is also accompanied by an in depth
case study from the kardashians to joe wicks that demonstrates how the theory translates to
practice influencer marketing is important reading for advanced postgraduate and executive
education students of marketing digital marketing marketing communications brand
management and public relations with its accessible style and practical content it is also
highly valuable for marketing communications branding and pr specialists

Advertising & IMC: Principles and Practice, Global
Edition 2018-10-24
360 marketing is a proprietary method of looking at brand marketing it should prove a
practical and useful guide for all marketers to help them allocate their resources and
combine all elements of the communication mix in an effective and cohesive manner

Advertising Media Planning 2015-03-27
the second edition of pitch tweet or engage on the street offers a modern guide for how to
adapt public relations strategies messages and tactics for countries and cultures around the
globe drawing on interviews with public relations professionals in over 30 countries as well as
the author s own experience the book explains how to build and manage a global public
relations team how to handle global crisis communication and how to practice global public
relations on behalf of corporations non profit organizations and governments it takes readers
on a tour of the world explaining how to adapt their campaigns for asia pacific europe the
middle east the americas and sub saharan africa along the way readers are introduced to
practitioners around the globe and case studies of particularly successful campaigns this new
edition includes updates to country profiles to reflect changes in each local context as well as
expanded coverage of social media and the role of influencer engagement and a brand new
chapter on global crisis communication the book is ideal for graduate and upper level
undergraduate public relations students as well as practitioners in intercultural markets

Marketing Communications 2019
adopted internationally by business schools mba programmes and marketing practitioners
alike the new strategic brand management is simply the reference source for senior
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strategists positioning professionals and postgraduate students over the years it has not only
established a reputation as one of the leading works on brand strategy but also has become
synonymous with the topic itself the new edition builds on this impressive reputation and
keeps the book at the forefront of strategic brand thinking revealing and explaining the latest
techniques used by companies worldwide author jean noël kapferer covers all the leading
issues faced by the brand strategist today supported by an array of international case studies
with both gravitas and intelligent insight the book reveals new thinking on a wealth of topics
including brand architecture and diversity strategies market adaptation approaches
positioning in the private label and store brand environment and much much more whether
you work for an international company seeking to leverage maximum financial value for your
brand or whether you are looking for practical guidance on brand management itself kapferer
s market leading book is the one you should be reading to develop the most robust and
watertight approach for your company

Influencer Marketing 2020-11-29
now in its third edition this comprehensive text offers a classroom tested step by step
approach to the creative processes and strategies for effective integrated marketing
communication imc blakeman covers key areas from marketing plans branding positioning
and creative briefs to copywriting design and considerations for each major media format
throughout she explores visual and verbal tactics along with the use of business theory and
practices and how these affect the development of the creative message this user friendly
introduction walks students through the varied strands of imc including advertising pr direct
marketing and sales promotion in a concise and logical fashion

The 360 Degree Brand in Asia 2003-02-17

Pitch, Tweet, or Engage on the Street 2020-12-29

The New Strategic Brand Management 2008

Integrated Marketing Communication 2018-02-01
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